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a b s t r a c t
From an evolutionary perspective, sexual arousal may function, in part, to motivate the pursuit of attractive mating opportunities. We designed a study to test three aspects of this hypothesis. Several hundred
heterosexual men and women completed a short survey about sexual arousal in response to a casual sex
mating opportunity. We replicated previous research documenting that men report greater sexual arousal than women in response to a short-term mating opportunity. We argue that it is unlikely that a
‘‘downplaying of alternatives’’ psychology evolved, whereby mated individuals rate opposite-sex targets
as less attractive than do unmated individuals, but instead that men and women have a relationshipseeking psychology, motivating them to pursue attractive mating opportunities. The results supported
this relationship-seeking psychology rather than a downplaying alternatives psychology. Discussion
addresses directions for future research on the motivational properties of sexual arousal.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Sexual arousal is an emotional and physiological response to
cognitions about sexually stimulating situations and potential
partners (Levay & Valente, 2002; Shackelford, LeBlanc, & Drass,
2000). From an evolutionary perspective (e.g., Buss, 2003), sexual
arousal may function, in part, to motivate the pursuit of mating
opportunities. If sexual arousal functions to motivate pursuit of
mating opportunities, then reported sexual arousal will correspond
to mating behaviors that would have beneﬁted men and women
reproductively over evolutionary history. In the current research,
we test several predictions about the functional nature of sexual
arousal in response to an attractive casual sex opportunity.
The ﬁrst prediction is derived from the theory of parental
investment (Trivers, 1972), and is consistent with a large literature
on psychological sex differences resulting from a biological sex difference in minimum obligatory parental investment: men are
more interested in casual sexual opportunities than are women
(Oliver & Hyde, 1993; Schmitt, Shackelford, & Buss, 2001). Because
the minimum obligatory parental investment is smaller for men
than for women, men’s psychology motivates a sexual strategy that
would have beneﬁted them over evolutionary history: opportunistic pursuit of casual sex (Buss, 2003). We predict that reported sexual arousal also will reﬂect this psychological sex difference. The
ﬁrst prediction, if supported, not only will conﬁrm that our sample
of participants is similar to those studied previously, but also will
demonstrate that men’s greater relative interest in casual sex is reﬂected in self-reported sexual arousal.
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: shackelf@oakland.edu (T.K. Shackelford).
0191-8869/$ - see front matter Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Prediction 1: Men will report greater sexual arousal than women
will in response to an attractive casual sex opportunity.
Sexual arousal also may function, in part, to maintain a romantic relationship or, conversely, to motivate the pursuit of mating
opportunities among unmated individuals. Mated men and women
rate both available and unavailable targets as less physically and
sexually attractive than do unmated individuals (Johnson & Rusbult, 1989; Simpson, Gangestad, & Lerma, 1990). Until recently, this
effect was presumed to be in the service of relationship maintenance, insofar as ‘‘downplaying alternatives’’ functions to maintain
a faithful, committed relationship. Bazzini and Shaffer (1999) have
since demonstrated that unmated men and women increase their
ratings of the attractiveness of opposite-sex targets from a baseline, rather than mated men and women devaluing the attractive
alternative from a baseline: unmated participants rate a target
who is interested in themselves to be more attractive than a target
who is interested in dating a friend of theirs. In addition, mated
men and women do not rate the target to be less attractive – in
fact, mated individuals also rate the target interested in themselves
as more attractive (Bazzini & Shaffer, 1999).
From an evolutionary perspective, it might be unlikely that natural selection designed in men and women a ‘‘relationship maintenance’’ psychology that includes downplaying all alternatives.
Although mated men and women are expected to be sensitive to
the costs of a discovered inﬁdelity, any mechanism for selecting
more attractive partners with ‘‘better’’ genes, or partners who have
a higher ‘‘mate-value’’ than their current partner, would likely be
selected over a mechanism for inﬂexibly preserving a mateship
with someone of lower mate-value. It is not that mated men and
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women do not exhibit a relationship maintenance psychology –
clearly, this is not the case, as there are substantial costs associated
with a discovered inﬁdelity and relationship dissolution. Instead,
mated individuals will not downplay all alternatives, as the identiﬁcation of an advantageous mating opportunity was likely selected
for. This argument against a rigid downplaying of alternatives effect is consistent with the results of Bazzini and Shaffer (1999),
and with results indicating mated men provide lower ratings of
relationship satisfaction after viewing Playboy centerfolds (Kenrick,
Gutierres, & Goldberg, 1989). Further evidence against a rigid
downplaying of alternatives effect comes from results indicating
that even mated men are more likely than unmated women or mated women to selectively recall attractive faces of the opposite sex
(Kenrick, 1989). That is, men in relationships did not downplay
alternatives more than unmated women – suggesting that a downplaying alternatives psychology is sensitive to advantageous mating opportunities.
Previous research and the present evolutionary logic suggest
that a rigid downplaying of alternatives psychology is not likely
to have been favored by natural selection. We instead argue for
the existence of a relationship-seeking psychology. There are costs
to remaining unmated from an evolutionary perspective; for example, unmated individuals (i.e., those who do not have heterosexual
sexual intercourse) cannot transmit copies of genes to offspring.
Natural selection likely selected for individuals who placed a premium on ﬁnding a mate, whether by perceiving potential mates
to be more sexually attractive or, as in the current study, by being
more sexually aroused by a potential mating opportunity.
Although we suggest that even mated individuals may be somewhat inclined to capitalize on an attractive extra-pair mating
opportunity relative to an unattractive extra-pair mating opportunity, we nonetheless predict that because of the potential costs incurred by remaining unmated over evolutionary history, unmated
men and women will exhibit particular motivation, demonstrated
by greater reported sexual arousal, to pursue an attractive mating
opportunity.
Prediction 2: Unmated men and women will report greater sexual arousal than mated men and women will in response to an
attractive casual sex opportunity.
A downplaying of alternatives psychology also predicts that unmated men and women will report more sexual arousal than mated men and women will, however. Thus, to distinguish between
our proposed relationship-seeking psychology and the downplaying alternatives hypothesis, we examine the absolute arousal ratings provided by mated individuals. A relationship maintenance
psychology predicts that mated men and women ﬁnd an attractive
alternative absolutely unattractive (Johnson & Rusbult, 1989),
whereas a relationship-seeking hypothesis predicts mated individuals will be absolutely attracted to a very attractive alternative. If
sexual arousal functions to motivate pursuing adaptive mating
opportunities, then mated men and women – if they are downplaying alternatives – will rate themselves as not aroused by a casual sex opportunity. If they instead have a relationship-seeking
psychology sensitive to attractive mating opportunities, they will
report being absolutely aroused by an attractive casual sex
opportunity.
Prediction 3: If the downplaying alternatives hypothesis is correct, the mean sexual arousal rating provided by mated men and
women in response to an attractive casual sex opportunity will
be below the median. If the relationship-seeking hypothesis is correct, the mean sexual arousal rating to an attractive casual sex
opportunity provided by mated individuals will be above the
median.
We conducted a study to investigate, ﬁrst, if reported sexual
arousal in response to a casual sex opportunity reveals a predicted
sex difference and, second, if there is a predicted difference in

sexual arousal according to relationship status. To distinguish between two competing hypotheses for why mated men and women
might be less aroused by a mating opportunity than are single men
and women, we examined if mated men and women reported that
they were, or were not, absolutely aroused by a casual sex
opportunity.
1. Method
1.1. Participants
Two hundred heterosexual men and 264 heterosexual women
participated in this study. Men ranged in age from 18 to 51 years,
with a mean of 19.7 (SD = 4.0) and women ranged in age from 18 to
45 years, with a mean age of 20.8 (SD = 5.3). Two hundred and ﬁfty
six participants, 132 men and 124 women, reported they were not
currently in a committed relationship. Two hundred and eight participants, 68 men and 140 women, reported they were currently in
a committed relationship. Participants received course credit in
compensation for their participation.
1.2. Materials and procedure
Participants completed a short survey that included questions
about their age, sex, and relationship status, and queried them
about their sexual arousal in response to a scenario describing a casual sex opportunity. Participants were asked to imagine a scenario
in which a chance arises to have a one-night stand (i.e., sexual
intercourse for just one night) with a single ‘‘extremely sexually
attractive’’ person of the opposite sex. Participants rated how sexually aroused they were by this scenario, using a scale that ranged
from 0 to 9, where 0 = not at all sexually aroused and 9 = extremely
sexually aroused.
2. Results
We conducted an analysis of covariance with arousal rating as
the dependent variable, and sex (male, female) and relationship
status (currently in a committed relationship, not currently in a
committed relationship; mated and unmated, respectively) as
independent variables. We included age (years) as a covariate, to
control for effects attributable to age. Consistent with the ﬁrst prediction, men reported greater sexual arousal (M = 6.39, SD = 2.57)
than women (M = 5.47, SD = 2.88) in response to the casual sex
opportunity [F(1, 462) = 12.37, p < .001); Cohen (1988) effect size
d = 0.34].
The second prediction also was supported: unmated individuals
(M = 6.64, SD = 2.59) rated themselves as more sexually aroused by
the casual sex opportunity than did mated individuals (M = 5.11,
SD = 2.96; F(1, 462) = 27.05, p < .001, d = 0.55). The test of the third
prediction supported the relationship-seeking hypothesis but not
the downplaying alternatives hypotheses – the average sexual
arousal rating by mated men and women was greater than the
median [t(207) = 2.97, p < .001, d = 0.41]. Age negatively predicted
sexual arousal [F(1, 462) = 5.41, p < .05, partial g2 = .01]. None of
the interactions were signiﬁcant (p > .05); these analyses are available from the ﬁrst author on request.
3. Discussion
The results of this study are consistent with the hypothesis that
sexual arousal motivates evolutionarily adaptive behavior. The ﬁrst
prediction, that men will report greater sexual arousal than women will in response to an attractive casual sex opportunity, was
supported and provides further evidence for the robustness of this
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psychological sex difference. The second prediction also was supported: unmated men and women report greater sexual arousal
than mated men and women do in response to an attractive casual
sex opportunity. Mated men and women rated themselves as absolutely aroused by this causal sex opportunity – directly challenging
the downplaying alternatives hypothesis and supporting our proposed relationship-seeking hypothesis. In addition, younger participants reported greater sexual arousal than older participants. This
age effect replicates previous research (e.g., Levay & Valente, 2002),
and provides further evidence of the normalcy of our sample of
participants.
The results testing the second and third predictions supported
our proposed relationship-seeking psychology. The evolutionary
consequences of remaining unmated are acute, and single men
and women in our sample were especially motivated, relative to
mated men and women, to pursue an attractive casual sex opportunity. The implications of this are not that mated men and women
are downplaying alternative mating opportunities, however. Mated men and women in our study reported being absolutely
aroused by this same mating opportunity – they were attracted
to it. They may not have been as aroused by it as unmated men
and women were, but they did not downplay their absolute attraction to the casual sex opportunity. Future research investigating
relationship maintenance psychology should explore the interplay
of relative and absolute arousal to attractive alternatives. Can we
really consider it ‘‘downplaying alternatives’’ if men and women
are attracted to it? This result, combined with research indicating
unmated men and women report increased assessments of
attractiveness from a baseline (when the person is interested in
themselves versus a friend; Bazzini & Shaffer, 1999), provide
mounting support for a relationship-seeking psychology.
Although this study supports the role of sexual arousal in seeking adaptive mating opportunities, future research should test
additional predictions of this hypothesis. The evolutionary logic
for the relationship-seeking psychology we propose suggests that
mated individuals would only reproductively beneﬁt by defecting
from a relationship (or, as in this study, risk relationship dissolution if the inﬁdelity is discovered) if the alternative partner has a
higher mate-value than the current partner. Future research
should inquire about features of the current mate, to determine
if sexual arousal calibrates to the attractiveness of alternatives relative to the mate-value of the current partner, as predicted by this
relationship-seeking psychology.
In addition, women who are ovulating – at the most fertile point
of their ovulatory cycle – and who are mated to an asymmetrical
(low mate-value) partner, are most interested in short-term mating (Gangestad, Thornhill, & Garver-Apgar, 2005). We did not inquire about cycle status in this research, but it may indeed
explain variation among mated women in arousal to the casual
sex opportunity. Future research should investigate the role of ovulatory cycle status on women’s sexual arousal to casual mating
opportunities.
We suggest that, if a relationship maintenance psychology exists, natural selection might have shaped even highly committed
individuals to capitalize on a mating opportunity that would have
conferred great reproductive beneﬁts. We are not suggesting a
reproductively wise strategy would be to seize any attractive mating opportunity. Instead, it is likely that, when confronted with an
attractive mating opportunity, an individual will perform (unconsciously) a cost-beneﬁt analysis, weighing the potential costs of
pursuing this opportunity against the potential beneﬁts.
There are additional ways to distinguish between support for a
relationship-seeking psychology and a downplaying alternatives
psychology. For example, one hypothesis explaining the relationship maintenance psychology proposes the effect is attributable
to ‘‘commitment calibration’’ (Lydon, Fitzsimons, & Naidoo,
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2003), and that mated individuals downplay alternatives only
when the alternative threat-level (i.e., the mate-value of the alternative mate) is equal to their level of relationship commitment.
The evolutionary logic presented in the current article generates
different predictions – men and women should pursue an opportunity with an individual of relatively higher mate-value, regardless
of commitment level. For example, given the costs of a discovered
inﬁdelity, moderately committed participants (as are many undergraduate students in relationships) presented with a target of similar mate-value to their current partner are not predicted to display
motivational sexual arousal effects in either direction – to pursue
or downplay this alternative. The commitment calibration hypothesis, in contrast, predicts a downplaying of alternatives effect in
this condition because the threat of the alternative mate is commensurate to the level of commitment. In addition, according to
our relationship-seeking hypothesis, even highly committed individuals will report increased sexual arousal to an extremely attractive mating opportunity. The commitment calibration hypothesis
predicts that highly committed individuals (e.g., married participants), when presented with a highly threatening target (as would
be a relatively higher mate-value target) will display a downplaying of alternatives, whereas the present logic suggests that, over
evolutionary history, men and women who declined this attractive
mating opportunity likely experienced relatively lower reproductive success than did individuals who seized it.
A limitation of this study is the use of a single-item assessment
of sexual arousal. Although previous research using multiple-item
assessments of similar constructs indicates that the current singleitem assessment is likely to provide a valid assessment of sexual
arousal (e.g., Shackelford et al., 2002), future research on the nature
and function of sexual arousal might secure multiple-item assessments of sexual arousal. Future research also might proﬁtably address the nature of sexual arousal by identifying if it ﬂuctuates
according to other hypothesized adaptive or non-adaptive situations. For example, incestuous sexual relationships are maladaptive because of the costs associated with inbreeding depression
and, as such, humans may have evolved incest avoidance mechanisms (e.g., Bevc & Silverman, 2000; Lieberman, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2003). Accordingly, men and women should report very
low sexual arousal in response to incestuous mating opportunities.
In summary, the current study provides support for the hypothesis that sexual arousal may have evolved to motivate the pursuit
of attractive mating opportunities. Future research could investigate sexual arousal in other contexts in which men and women
might have beneﬁted from pursuing mating opportunities over
evolutionary history. Such research would allow not only for additional tests of the hypothesis that sexual arousal functions, in part,
to motivate the pursuit of attractive mating opportunities, but also
might generate additional evidence of the sensitivity of human
psychological mechanisms to speciﬁc contexts and circumstances.
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